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Abstract
Nowadays, with the rapid growth in information technology more and more images and
data are available on the internet. So there is a need to provide some kind of authentication to
such important data. When the sender transmits the image to the receiver, there may be
intruders present in between who may capture the image. After capturing the image the mage
the intruder may view the meaningful content in the image. This may not be the problem in
some cases. But if we consider security applications like medical and military images then
such distortion is unacceptable. To avoid misuse or loss of information several reversible
data hiding techniques (RDH) are implemented. This paper gives details on watermarking,
LSB, Histogram and RDH using optimum Thresholding with related results.
Keywords: Reversible data hiding, LSB, Watermarking, Histogram, Optimum value
transfer

1. Introduction
Reversible data hiding scheme is the technique that allows embedding data inside an image
and later the hidden data can be retrieved as required and the exact copy of the original host
image is recovered. Some of the traditional reversible data hiding schemes are based on
modulo-arithmetic additive and spread-spectrum techniques [1, 2]. Although some of these
schemes are robust, the modulo-arithmetic-based reversible data-hiding algorithms have the
disadvantage of salt-and-pepper visual artifacts and hinder watermark retrieval [3]. In order to
enhance the robustness of the reversible watermarking and reduce the salt-and- pepper visual
artifact of the above mentioned schemes, histogram shifting techniques were proposed. In this
scheme, the embedding target is replaced by the histogram of a block of the image. A good
example of the scheme is the circular interpretation scheme proposed by Vleeschouwer et al.
[4, 5]. Although this type of data hiding schemes provides a higher quality of the embedded
image, the embedding capacity is lower [6]. A different category of data hiding schemes
involves methods that losslessly compress a set of selected features from an image and embed
the payload in the space saved due to the compression. This type results in higher embedding
capacity than the previously mentioned types [7]. Another scheme of this type is the
generalized Least Significant Bit (g-LSB) embedding algorithm proposed by Celik et al. [8],
which is based on grouping the pixels and embedding data bits into the state of each group.
Each algorithm explained in following sections.

2. Watermarking Technique
Watermarking technique can be classified into two different types. In the first type
the watermark is visible i.e. different logos or text can be inserted which is visible. This
technique can be seen in Microsoft MS Word where we apply watermarks on the pages
which are visible. The second technique used for applying watermarks to the images,
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videos, is invisible. This invisible technique is called as digital watermarking. The
digital watermarking technique can be used for a wide range of applications, like for
providing copyright protection to the films, videos, etc. The digital watermark is a more
secured technique because the watermark is not visible, so if the intruder views the
content of the image he will not be aware of the watermark which is already present in
the image. So if the intruder performs any modification in the image it will be known to
the receiver after receiving the image. The receiver after receiving the image will see
that the watermark has been changed and will be aware that the image has been
modified.
2.1. Algorithm to embed one watermark into other watermark
Inputs: Primary watermark, secondary watermark image.
Steps:
1) Read the primary visual watermark image.
2) Decompose the primary watermark image into cap1, chp1, cvp1, cdp1 bands using
daubachesis filter.
3) Read the secondary visual watermark image.
4) Add the secondary watermark into the horizontal DWT coefficient (chp1) of Primary
watermark.
5) Apply the IDWT to get the nested watermark image.
6) Calculate the PSNR & MSE of nested watermark with original primary watermark image.
Output: Nested watermark image
2.2. Algorithm to embed nested watermark into cover image:
Inputs: Cover image, nested watermark image
Steps:
1) Read the cover image & nested watermark image.
2) Apply DWT to cover image to obtain approximation, horizontal, vertical, diagonal DWT
coefficients, i.e., ca1, ch1, cv1, cd1.
3) Modify the approximation DWT coefficient by adding the nested watermark image as in
equation
a. Ca1(i,j)=ca1(i,j)+(α*nested watermark)
b. Where Ca1 & ca1 are the modified & original approximation coefficients and α is a scaling
value as set to 0.04.
4) Modify the diagonal DWT coefficient by adding the nested watermark image as in the
equation
a. Cd1(i,j)=cd1(i,j)+( α*nested watermark)
5) Where Cd1 & cd1 are the modified & original diagonal coefficients of cover image and α
is set to value 0.01.
6) Apply the inverse DWT to obtain the watermarked cover image.
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7) Calculate the PSNR & MSE of watermarked cover image with original cover image.
Output: Watermarked cover image.
2.3. Algorithm for Watermark Extraction
Inputs: Original cover image, Watermarked cover image or Attacked Watermarked cover
image.
1) Apply two‐dimensional DWT, to obtain the first level decomposition of the watermarked
cover image, i.e., c1a1, c1h1, c1v1, c1d1
2) Extract the watermark from approximation & diagonal DWT coefficient (c1a1 & c1d1) as
per the equation
LLW = (c1a1‐ca1)/ α; where α=0.04
HHw = (c1d1‐cd1)/ α; where α=0.01
3) Calculate the visual quality of extracted watermark by the Similarity Ratio (SR) between
compared images. SR= S/(S+D), where S denotes the number of matching pixel values in
compared images, and D denotes the number of different pixel values in compared images.
4) Apply the set of possible attacks to watermarked image to get the attacked image.
Calculate for each attack the PSNR of Original and attacked image.
5) Apply two‐dimensional DWT, to obtain the first level decomposition of the Attacked
image, i.e., c2a2, c2h2, c2v2, c2d2.
6) Extract the watermark from approximation & diagonal DWT (i.e. c2a2 & c2d2) coefficient
of attacked image as per the equation
LAW = (c2a2‐ca1)/ α; where α=3
HAw = (c2d2‐cd1)/ α; where α=1
7) Calculate the visual quality of extracted watermark from attacked image by the Similarity
Ratio (SR) between compared images. SR= S/(S+D).
Outputs: Extracted Watermarks from approximation & diagonal coefficients of watermarked
cover image & Attacked cover image.
The above algorithm results are shown in following figures. Figure 1 represents water mark
images, Figure 2 is the original image, Figure 3 shows the algorithm results at sender and
Figure 4 represents reversing algorithm at receiver side. Comparison of original with
watermarking image in terms of psnr and capacity are tabulated in Table 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Watermark Images
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Figure 2. Original Image

Figure 3. a) Intensity Adjustment; b) Gamma Correction (1.5); c) Histogram
Equalization; d) Low Pass Filter (3, 3)

Figure 4: a) Resizing; b) Gaussian Noise (512,256,512) (mean=0, variance
0.001); c) High Pass Filter [0.6]; d) JPEG Compression

Table 1. PSNR1 & PSNR2
Cover
image
Lena
512*512

Primary
water mark
image
dmg2.tif
64*64

Secondary
PSNR1
water mark
image
dmg1.tif
45.15
64*64

MSE1

PSNR2

MSE2

6.13e-0.06

55.14

3.06e-0.05

Table 2. Capacity Increase Results
Cover image
Lena

264

Capacity of
watermarking
4096

bits

without Capacity of bits with
watermarking
8091
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3. Least-Significant Bit (LSB) Technique
The least significant bit (in other words, the 8th bit) of some or all of the bytes inside an
image is changed to a bit of the secret message. Digital images are mainly of two types (i) 24
bit images and (ii) 8 bit images. In 24 bit images we can embed three bits of information in
each pixel, one in each LSB position of the three eight bit values. Increasing or decreasing the
value by changing the LSB does not change the appearance of the image; much so the
resultant stego image looks almost same as the cover image. In 8 bit images, one bit of
information can be hidden.
The cover image and stego image are shown in Figure 5 and 6 are obtained by applying
LSB algorithm on both the cover and hidden images. The hidden image is extracted from the
stego-image by applying the reverse process [9, 10]. If the LSB of the pixel value of cover
image C(i,j) is equal to the message bit m of secret massage to be embedded, C(i,j) remain
unchanged; if not, set the LSB of C(i, j) to m. The message embedding procedure is given
below
S(i,j) = C(i,j) - 1, if LSB(C(i,j)) = 1 and m = 0
S(i.j) = C(i,j), if LSB(C(i,j)) = m
S(i,j) = C(i,j) + 1, if LSB(C(i,j)) = 0 and m = 1
where LSB(C(i, j)) stands for the LSB of cover image C(i,j) and m is the next message bit to
be embedded.
S(i,j) is the stego image.
As we already know each pixel is made up of three bytes consisting of either a 1 or a 0.
For example, suppose one can hide a message in three pixels of an image (24-bit colors).
Suppose the original 3 pixels are [11]:
(11101010 11101000 11001011)
(01100110 11001010 11101000)
(11001001 00100101 11101001)
A steganographic program could hide the letter ”J” which has a position 74 into ASCII
character set and have a binary representation ”01001010”, by altering the channel bits of
pixels.
(11101010 11101001 11001010)
(01100110 11001011 11101000)
In this case, only four bits needed to be changed to insert the character successfully. The
resulting changes that are made to the least significant bits are too small to be recognised by
the human eye, so the message is effectively hidden. The advantage of LSB embedding is its
simplicity and many techniques use these methods [12]. LSB embedding also allows high
perceptual transparency.
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The following Figure 5, 6 &7 shows the mechanism of LSB technique.
3.1. Data Embedding
The embedding process is as follows.
Inputs: Cover image, stego-key and the text file
Output: stego image
Procedure:
Step 1: Extract the pixels of the cover image.
Step 2: Extract the characters of the text file.
Step 3: Extract the characters from the Stego key.
Step 4: Choose first pixel and pick characters of the Stego key and place it in first component
of pixel.
Step 5: Place some terminating symbol to indicate end of the key. 0 has been used as a
terminating symbol in this algorithm.
Step 6: Insert characters of text file in each first component of next pixels by replacing it.
Step 7: Repeat step 6 till all the characters has been embedded.
Step 8: Again place some terminating symbol to indicate end of data.
Step 9: Obtained stego image [13]

Figure 5. LSB insertion Mechanism
3.2. Data Extraction
The extraction process is as follows.
Inputs: Stego-image file, stego-key
Output: Secret text message. Procedure:
Step 1: Extract the pixels of the stego image.
Step 2: Now, start from first pixel and extract stego key characters from first component of
the pixels. Follow Step3 up to terminating symbol, otherwise follow step 4.
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Step 4: If this extracted key matches with the key entered by the receiver, then follow Step 5,
otherwise terminate the program.
Step 5: If the key is correct, then go to next pixels and extract secret message characters from
first component of next pixels. Follow Step 5 till up to terminating symbol, otherwise follow
step 6.
Step 6: Extract secret message [14].

Figure 6. LSB extraction Mechanism
3.3. Image Encoding Algorithm
Inputs: Image file, stego key and image file
Output: Stego image.
1. The cover and secret images are read and converted into the unit8 type.
2. The numbers in secret image matrix are conveyed to 8-bit binary. Then the matrix is
reshaped to a new matrix a.
3. The matrix of the cover image is also reshaped to matrix b
4. Perform the LSB technique described above
5. The stego-image, which is very similar to the original cover image, is achieved by
reshaping matrix b.
6. While extracting the data, the LSB of the stego image is collected and they are
reconstructed into the decimal numbers. The decimal numbers are reshaped to the secret
image [15].
Results are tabulated in Table 3 and following figures.
Table 3. PSNR of Least Significant Bits Encoding

SL.No
1

Cover
image
Gray

2

RGB

3

RGB
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Secret
Message
Text
Message
Text
message
Image

StegoImage
Gray
image
Gray

SNR(dB)

MSE

PSNR(dB)

58.5044

0.0466

60.4721

59.0442

0.0211

67.6897

Hydrang

52.998

0.0911

58.522
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Figure 5. LSB technique for gray image

Figure 6. LSB technique for colour image

Figure 7. LSB Technique

4. Histogram-based Reversible Data Hiding
Reversible data hiding enables the embedding of messages in a host image without any
loss of host content, which is proposed for image authentication that if the watermarked
image is deemed authentic, we can revert it to the exact copy of the original image before the
embedding occurred. In this paper, we present an improved histogram-based reversible data
hiding scheme based on prediction and sorting. A rhombus prediction is employed to explore
the prediction for histogram-based embedding. Sorting the prediction has a good influence on
increasing the embedding capacity. Characteristics of the pixel difference are used to achieve
large hiding capacity while keeping low distortion. The proposed scheme exploits a two-stage
embedding strategy to solve the problem about communicating peak points. We also present a
histogram shifting technique to prevent overflow and underflow. Performance comparisons
with other existing reversible data hiding schemes are provided to demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed scheme.
In [16], Ni et al. introduced a reversible data hiding scheme based on histogram
modification that we will describe briefly in this section. The histogram modification
technique involves generating histogram and finding the peak point and the zero point and
shifting histogram bins to embed message bits. For a given host image, we first generate its
histogram and find a peak point and a zero point. A peak point corresponds to the grayscale
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value which the maximum number of pixels in the given image assumes. On the contrary, a
zero point corresponds to the grayscale value which no pixel in the given image assumes. For
example, the histogram of the grayscale Lena image (512×512×8) is illustrated in figure 8, in
which the peak point is at 154 and the zero point is at 255. Let P be the value of peak point
and Z be the value of zero point. The range of the histogram, [P+1, Z-1], is shifted to the
right-hand side by 1 to leave the zero point at P+1. Once a pixel with value P is encountered,
if the message bit is “1,” increase the pixel value by 1. Otherwise, no modification is needed.
We note that the number of message bits that can be embedded into an image equals to the
number of pixels which are associated with the peak point.

Figure 8. Histogram of the 'Lena' image
4.1. Rhombus Prediction and Sorting
Use of pixel difference histogram [17] introduced a significant performance advantage
over previous methods. To improve our previous work, we present the prediction sorting to
enhance the correlation of neighboring pixels. In order to predict the pixel value of position
ui, j in Figure 9, we use a rhombus prediction by considering four neighboring pixels vi, j-1,
vi-1, j, vi, j+1, vi+1, j. All pixels of the image are divided into two sets: the “White” set and
“Gray” set. The pixel value u of the White set can be predicted by using the four neighboring
pixel values of the Gray set and to hide data. Note that the two sets are independent, which
means changes in one set do not affect the other set, and vice versa. The center pixel ui, j can
be predicted from the four neighboring pixels vi, j-1, vi-1, j, vi, j+1, vi+1, j.

Figure 9. Rhombus prediction
4.2. Histogram Modification on Pixel Differences
The reversible data hiding scheme for White set is designed as follows.
1) Predict the pixel value ui, j in White set
2) Sort the host pixel ui, j according to the prediction value u'i, j, and produce the sorted
pixels {x0, x1,…, xi} for 0 ≤ i ≤ N-1 where N is the pixel number of White set.
3) Calculate the pixel difference di between pixels
4) Determine the peak point P from the pixel differences
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5) If di > P, shift xi by 1 unit:

-- (1)
Where yi is the watermarked value of pixel i.
6) If di = P, modify xi according to the message bit:
-- (2)
Where yi is the watermarked value of pixel i.
7) Construct the watermarked White set according to the sorted pixels {y0, y1, …, yi} for 0 ≤
i ≤ N-1 where N is the pixel number of White set.
Results are shown in following Figures 10 & Table 4.

Figure 10. Six test images used for performance evaluation
Table 4. Hiding capacity and distortion for six test images with L=1

5. RDH using optimum value Transfer
In this method [18] the optimal rule of value modification under a payload-distortion
criterion is performed. By maximizing a target function using iterative algorithm, an optimal
value transfer matrix can be obtained. Furthermore, we design a practical reversible data
hiding scheme, in which the estimation errors of host pixels are used to accommodate the
secret data and their values are modified according to the optimal value transfer matrix. This
way, a good payload-distortion performance can be achieved.
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Figure 11. Data Embedding Procedure
5.1. Optimal Transfer Mechanism
In the RDH, using the optimal value transfer mechanism, it is a iterative procedure that is
nothing but mathematical expression only. It will be in matrix format only; it will modify the
cover values in RDH. In RDH optimal transfer matrix model is used.
To denote a histogram data H={…,h-3,h-2,h-1,h0,h1,h2,h3,…..}where hk= The amount of
obtainable data with a value k. To denote the amount of available data possessing of original
value i and new value j for data hiding as pi,j, and the transfer matrix is T=
Px1,x2⋯Px1,x2⋮⋱⋮Px1,x2⋯Px1,x2 Where x1 and x2 are a minimum and maximum available
cover data. In a optimal mechanism the difference Between two neighbouring pixel are
doubled and the secret bit present in it is embedded. In the LSB the new difference value is
q'=2.q+b here q ,q' and b are the original pixel-difference, new reference value and the secret
bit ,here difference in the original value q will changed as 2q/(2q+1) where the secret bit b as
0/1.
5.2. Single-level-2D-DWT
In a single-level-2D-DWT, daubechisD4 transform is used; it is used for special cases
applications, because it is used in finite data sets. It is a matrix technique in linear algebra in
this scaling function and wavelet function is calculated. The daubechisD4 scaling and wavelet
function coefficient can shift from right to left by two places in each iteration. There will be
no overlapping occur .The scaling functions coefficients and wavelet transform are
DaubechiesD4 scaling functions:
ai = f0s2i+fis2i+1+f2s2i+2+f3s2i+3
a[i] = f0s[2i]+f1s[2i+1]+f2s[2i+2]+f3s[2i+3]
DaubechiesD4 wavelet function:
w = b0s2i+b1s2i+1+b2s2i+2+g3s2i+3
w[i] = b0s[2i]+b1s[2i+1]+b2s[2i+2]+b3s[2i+3]
Psnr and payload values are shown in following Table 5.
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Table 5. PSNR and payload for various images using optimum value transfer

6. Conclusion
In this paper, various reversible data hiding algorithms were discussed. Reversible data
hiding algorithms plays a dominant role in security applications such as medical and military.
All RDH techniques working better and give better results but they have drawbacks also. All
the schemes need more improvement to enhance its performance. Furthermore, it is expected
that more serious trials to improve the algorithms to hide data perfectly. All these algorithms
mentioned in this paper are worked on data and images, there may be applicable to hide audio
and video in future.
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